


       Pim Tekstil has been established in 1982, with a very well experienced for textile production in 
Istanbul, Turkey. The company, focused itself just on production of custom made products and 
promotional textiles in high retail quality and standards. Also Pim Tekstil is member of PSI.

 Pim Tekstil factory has 120 skilled workers and a production area of 3000m2. The factory has 
own production line, cutting room, sampling room, ironing and quality control and has own printing 
machines. For printing office we have 1 SCHENK branded silk screen printing machine, and 1 MHM 
silk printing machine which is working with big moulds 60x90 cm. We also have ROLAND branded 
sublimation printing machine with 2pcs press machines. And we have our own design room to prepare 
film and moulds. For cutting room, we have 3 cutting desks, which is 14mt long. For ironing and 
quality control, we have 9 ironing desk and 6pcs quality control desks. For sampling, we have GERBER 
branded mould drawing machine which makes mould drawing with computer. And for sampling we 
have 6pcs machine for sewing samples. 

       Pim Tekstil export products are T-Shirt, Pressed T-Shirt, Sweat-Shirt, Polo Shirt, Polar 
Fleece Scarf & Beret, Polar Fleece Sw-Shirt, Polar Fleece Jacket, Rain Coat, Jacket, Shirt, 
Hat, Pillow, Socks, Underwear, Tricot pullover, Work wear, apron…etc.

       Pim Tekstil is one of the promotional textile producers, which is capable producing knitted and 
woven products together. We are supplying your inquiries with low quantity orders, with in 30 days 
of delivery in custom design concept.

 Pim Tekstil follows the actual trend line with print and embroidery products and carries to the 
future. If you want to get, professional service you are right now at the correct address.   

       If you want to think work with us, we can send you our samples and our catalogue. You can 
check our samples quality and standards. Our minimum order is 300pcs. For further information 
you can check our website.

       Best regards,

       Pim Tekstil
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